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Memento mori!

In ancient Rome, the phrase is said to have been used on the occasions 
when a Roman general was parading through the streets of Rome 
during the victory celebration known as a triumph. 

Standing behind the victorious general was a slave,
and he had the task of reminding the general that,

though he was up on the peak today, tomorrow was another day. 
The servant did this by telling the general that he should remember that he was mortal:

"Memento mori."







GNSS risks

GNSS System
Vulnerabilities Probability of 

Loss/Degradation of
GNSS SignalThreats

• Unintentional
• Intentional

Consequences of GNSS
Loss:

• Human Life & Health
• Environment
• Economy

RISK



Interference in GNSS Receivers
♣ Low signal levels (> -160 dBW) make receivers vulnerable

♣ Loss-of-lock sometimes for Interference-to-Signal Ratios
(I/S) below 30 dB

♣ Acquisition requires 6 – 10 dB higher Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) than tracking

♣ Receiver detection of loss-of-lock delayed because of narrowband
code-tracking loops

♣ Some lines in the code spectrum are more vulnerable than others

♣ Modulated interference is generally worse than white noise,
and narrow-band interference is worse than wide-band



GNSS vulnerabilities

♠ Unintentional Interference:
▪ Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)
▪ GPS testing
▪ ionospheric disturbances

▪ spectrum congestion

♠ Intentional Interference
▪ jamming
▪ spoofing (false signals into the receiver)

▪ meaconing (interception and rebroadcast of navigation signals)

♠ Human Factors
▪ user equipment design errors
▪ over-reliance on GNSS
▪ lack of knowledge or training

Russian jammer



Today’s GNSS is easy to jam because of 
▪ very low signal power (PL1 ≥ -160 dBW)

▪ ▪ single civil frequency (L1) for most users

▪ known signal structure

▪ spectrum competition

▪ a GPS disruption industry driven by military applications

▪ well-known jamming techniques

▪ already available or easily built devices

1 watt
jammer



Timing dependence on GNSS

Every trade is time-stamped using GPS clocks that are monitored 
by computer systems down to the millisecond. Many programs are 
designed to pull out of the market if something seems amiss, opening
the door to a liquidity crisis or even a potential mini-market crash.

Electric power grids
Fault location }
Phase measurements } accuracy requirements 1 – 5 microseconds
Network control }

Wireless Telecommunications
4G networks use Time-Division Duplex techniques requiring sub-
microsecond accuracy

Bank transactions
Accuracies better than 1 microsecond are required

Stock exchange



History of jamming



This dice is a 10 mW GPS jammer 



© David Last

GPS Jammers, Mobile phone jammers,
Future GPS, Galileo, Compass & GLONASS  jammers

Pictures: www.tekony.com/product_show.asp?productid=448, 
www.jammer-store.com/gj5-gps-l1-l2-l5-jammer-blocker.html
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Galatea Trials

A little more jammer power …

… alarms began to sound 
and, one-by-one, these
bridge systems failed:

• ECDIS: Electronic Chart Display
• Ship’s autopilot
• DGPS: Differential GPS 
• Heli-deck stabilisation system
• Satellite voice and data communications
• DSC-GMDSS: Maritime Distress Safety System
• Radar 
• Gyro-compass 
• AIS: Automatic Identification System



Spectrum of signal radiated by low-powered GPS jammer



Intentional interference

▪ jamming

▪ spoofing (false signals into the receiver)

▪ meaconing (interception and rebroadcast of navigation signals)



Jamming

Three jammer principles (from left to right):
1. Plug into the cigarette lighter socket in your car.
2. Powered by an internal, rechargeable battery.
3. Disguised as a cell phone; has battery but no external antenna.

All jammers transmit at or near the L1 frequency, some also at or near the L2, none at or near the L5.
(There are jammers which also can transmit in cell-phone, bluetoth and/or Wi-Fi bands.)



Most common jammer signal characteristics

1. Non-Coherent Continuous Wave (NCW). Frequency: Approximately 1575.42 MHz (L1).

2. Coherent CW (CCW). Approximate frequency: 1575.42 MHz.

3. Swept CW (SCW)  Approximate centre frequency: 1575.42 MHz
Sweep waveform:Triangular.

4. Amplitude Modulation (AM). Approximate carrier frequency: 1575.42 MHz.
Modulation waveform: Sine

5. Frequency Modulation (FM) 
Approximate carrier frequency: 1575.42 MHz. 

6. Band-Limited White Noise. Center frequency:
1575.42 MHz. Bandwidth: 2 - 20 MHz.

Most jammers use swept CW, i.e.
triangular FM. The shape of the 
triangular modulation may vary.



Jamming efficiency
Pure noise jamming is not very efficient. It needs 13 – 15 dB higher JSNR
(Jammer-to-Signal Ratio) than FM to achieve receiver loss-of-lock*.

That is why (different kinds of) frequency modulation is most popular among
jammer manufacturers.

*Forssell, B., Olsen, T.B.: “Susceptibility of some civil GPS receivers”.
GPS World, Jan. 2003

Jamming range, i.e. the distances at which the jammer causes loss-of-lock,
varies from a few hundred metres up to several km, depending on power output.



Example of successful jamming and its consequences

An engineering firm worker in New Jersey had a GPS jammer so his bosses should not know
where he was all the time. (His GPS-determined position is reported back to his employer 

via a communication system.) However, his route took him close to Newark airport, 
and his jammer affected all its GPS-based systems.

It took airport authorities two months to find out why their GPS-based systems stopped
working at times and even more time to find the perpetrator.

The truck driver’s jammer had been obtained for less than $100. He was fined last year at
$31,875. He was lucky. The maximum fine is $112,500. In Australia, it is even much higher
than that.



Another striking example



What can be done
against jamming/interference

Integrity monitoring (RAIM, external monitoring)

Integration with other sensors (e.g. INS, eLORAN)
Filtering and advanced signal processing

Jam-resistant user equipment (adaptive antennas, null steering,
precise clocks)

But most important:
BE AWARE THAT THERE MAY BE A PROBLEM!!!!

Question: Will Galileo solve the problem?
Answer: No, but Galileo will reduce the problem.



Spoofing (Arthur Roberts, 1889)

A spoofing attack attempts to deceive a GNSS receiver by broadcasting counterfeit  signals, 
structured to resemble a set of normal signals. These spoofed signals may be modified 
in such a way as to cause the receiver to estimate its position to be somewhere other than 
where it actually is, or to be located where it is but at a different time,

One common form of a GPS spoofing attack, commonly termed a carry-off attack begins
by broadcasting signals synchronized with the genuine signals observed by the target receiver. 
The power of the counterfeit signals is then gradually increased and drawn away 
from the genuine signals.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ctw9ECgJ8L0

On 4 December 2011, a US RQ-170 Sentinel drone (UAV) was captured by Iranian forces 
in northeastern Iran. The Iranian government announced that the UAV was brought down by 
its cyberwarfare unit which commandeered the aircraft and safely landed it. The (captured) 
drone was later shown on Iranian TV and seemed largely intact.



Method of spoofing



Spoofing detection I

Techniques to counter spoofing:

1. Amplitude discrimination.
2. Time-of-arrival discrimination.
3. Consistency of navigation inertial measurement unit (IMU) cross-check.
4. Polarisation discrimination.
5. Angle-of-arrival discrimination.
6. Cryptographic authentication.



Spoofing detection II

Detrended carrier-phase data from multiple
satellites  for a typical non-spoofed case using
a 1-D antenna articulation system.

Multiple satellites’ detrended carrier-phase
data for  a typical spoofed case using a 
1-D antenna articulation system.



Today’s situation in Europe
Most GPS users know nothing about vulnerability.

Most users don’t care.
Most users can stand some interruptions or performance reduction.

Back-up systems have been closed down.

Do we need a serious accident caused by 
overreliance on GPS to open people’s eyes?

Most (all?) politicians and representatives of
authorities in the field of navigation don’t know of GPS vulnerability.



Today’s situation in Norway in particular

Measurements (by the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment)
show that several of the most common jammer types pass a certain
main street crossing in Oslo every day (2014).

It is quite common that lorries are tracked by the employers using 
GPS-based equipment. By this, drivers have been caught for fraud 
and sentenced. This kind of surveillance is accepted by the Supreme 
Court of Norway.

LORAN-C stations will be closed down at the end of 2015, and 
there are no plans to switch to eLORAN.

Do we need a serious accident caused by
overreliance on GPS to open people’s eyes?

Norwegian Authorities in this field (e.g. NorSIS) are not very interested.



CONCLUSIONS and 
RECOMMENDATION

All GNSS users must evaluate their own situation: 
What would the consequences be in case of GNSS problems?

No serious consequences→business as usual.

But if there are possible serious consequences:

PREPARE FOR THE UNEXPECTED!


